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NASA/CARES Dual-Use Ceramic Technology Spinoff Applications 

Lesley A. Janosik, John P. Gyekenyesi, and Noel N. Nemeth 
National Ae'Le'1:,~ti'R~s~=/{(:~~t~:ministration 

21000 Brookpark Road, MS. 6-1 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 

Clev~fu~d rr~t~°Un~~rsity 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

Abstract 

NASA has developed software that enables American industry to establish the reliability and 
life of ceramic structures in a wide variety of 21st Century applications. Designing ceramic 
components to survive at higher tem~ratures than the capability of most metals and in severe 

~~~~~~;ti~~v~r?~:~~n~~::!~c~dec;::~fsl~~sp~:~~~~::ct~fu~~~~ :a~~~i~~~~~~~ss!J 
the use of a probabilistic brittle material design methodology. The NASA program, known as 
CARES (Ceramics Analysis and Reliability Evaluation of Structures), is a comprehensive g:eral-

~~~~sf~~~~l!a}g~e~~~ ~:~rinba:P~s 0~=.0[~ruf~f FE,~rc~~~1:d ~o se~~~al 
commercially available finite element analysis prowams (ANSYS, MSCJNASTRAN, ABAQUS, 

;oc;'p~~n~~r{v~!~~t ~(f5t~~i~e:~The ~~SJ::e~~~~~aJe~~~n~ft~:e~: ~a~=~~:s~fuW; 
used by industrial, government, and academic organizations to design and optimize ceramic 

~~~:1:e~~~':;:C,tiJe~~k:~~~.a~~~f~~}~~d1~~;~~i:~~f~~~isoi~:~c~!~~ie t~~~ft~~~r~ i~~l~~~ 
the design of automotive engine components, graphite and ceramic high temperature valves, TV 
picture tubes, ceramic bearings, electronic chips, glass building panels, infrared windows, radiant 
heater tubes, heat exchangers, and artificial hips, knee caps, and teeth. 

Introduction 

Transferring technolo~ical innovations beyond their primary aerospace applications into 
products with a much wider range of impact continues to be an integral part of the space 

r:~~g~ ~~::~ ~r~e~~i~~~~s~C:~o ~~~~:;~; a~je~~ :~:i:1i~~~ura: ~:,t, ~ 
~~di~a~~~~e:re~~~;;:~sPr~Ji~~fn~~~~oL~~esx R~~~f;r ~fn~d~~~d~0hi:~~~m':=r!:~ 
ceramic materials for aerospace and terrestrial propulsion systems. Successful utilization of 

:.<!dili=~f:~~~~bWi~ica6fi!~:~a~!~!Fs:::a'Jr3:~~h!~~t!1;fot~~~ ~Ag~e~~1 l1!~~0r;;:J 
the CAREs1-J (Ceramics Analysis and Reliability Evaluation of Structures) software, a 
comprehensive general·purpose design tool that predicts the probability of failure of a ceramic 
component as a function of its time in service. Although created primarily to foster the 
introduction of ceramic materials in demanding space and aeronautics pro1;mlsion systems, this 

~~:r~~ ~ili:i~d~j.~~i~~~1?c~i~~~ha;1~~~~S~ft~:Je f!~Jn!o~j[J.ideeb~e~!';! 
!!1nd ~~e~r::!:~:~~~ fh1i~e~~irn9;~~ib!~ili:~~~b:bif[~j~~~~;!i~0~~~~=~~J~~j~~sp~~~ 
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and the life prediction capabilities incorporated into the CARES design software. In addition, 
several typical "dual·use" ceramic technology spinoff applications designed using this software 
are presented. 

Probabilistic Comoonent Design 

gen~i~~fur1~~~~~~~~:~ ~~q~f;:~~~ut~~~~d~~~eff~bi~s~~~~~r;~~ ~at~~ials=d 
structural design. Advanced ceramics offer the unique combination of being abundant materials 
that have a liahter weight and a greater capacity to sustain load at a higher use temaierature than 

~~~~i~~ d~~~f1it/~dt~tffi~i~n~~ ~\!het~~~~i~~p~:i!~i~f~~j~~~~~~u~~ ~~~:ri~fs 
places high demand on assuring component integrity while simultaneously optimizin~ 

raJ1~:1:1od~s~ id~~ti~~~g~dga~~~~d fu~f::~e~~nf;:eg~~=~!i~e~f;i~:t~~~j~~f.°1entia 
Ceramic properties have progressively i~proved due to advances m both processing and 

composition. This has reduced the number and size of strength-controlling defects, led to the 
development of tougher materials that better tolerate the f{esence of flaws, and improved 

~~~~~i:~i~e ii!~k cgr~~~tilftyttf ~~1:,a~:~i~fof~~~~. l~;efr~~~~~~~h::S, i:ri;~~ 
variations in observed fracture strength caused by the variable severity (size) and random 
distribution of flaws. Ceramic structures that appear to be identical can vary greatly in their 

~~=e~:f;it:o:?nef~b~ei~~~~~s ~~~n~o~tb~~~~r~~~°a:fifili~0J%~~~1~~ 
can be sources of unexpected catastrophic failure.~n addition, the ability of a ceramic component 
to sustain load degrades over time as a result of oxidation, creep, stress corrosion cracking, cyclic 

fatif§~~s~~o~~;i~~d~~~fur~~~Ji~efatigue, and elevated- temperature sustained load response 
are different aspects of the p~enomenon called subcritical crack growth (SCG). SCG refers to the 
progressive extension of a crack over time. An existing flaw extends until it reaches a critical 
!en~, causing catastrophic crack propagation. Under the same conditions of temperature and 

~~ail ~ritic~ fl0a~i:Cn~~s'i'e 1~~b;i~~0fl!~~ ~~~ei~d1~~~lf\~~~ie~nr~7~~~· ~~ 
particular flaw that will initiate component failure. Probabilistic brittle material design techniques 
are therefore necessary to predict the probability ofa ceramic component's failure as a function 
of service time. 

Traditional material failure analyses employing a detenninistic approach, where failure is 
assumed to occur when some allowa~le stress level or exivalent stress is exceeded, are not 

~::ia:b1~0~u~~e~~1f ~hc:~:~Ji~d~Jd~~ti\:~~~~i~~c~u~h ~o;;;:t~!!~~~~:~!~~~~~:o~jy~~ 
~~~~~~ ~e~~~~~~~~c~~~r~~d~r~~d~~':~:~~~~~~fl:~ t;et~~~~ticegh~~~:I ~h:~~~~a 
~:~i~ti~~nJ effi~~~~ J::~i::1 ~tiJhati~~ ~fCri~l~t~:~l~f~~~bj~:f\~~~i~~~~~s ~t':s~ 
ur~~erd~~~e1~ta~~· ~;eJ~~d~~~ 1: !h!tt::temt~e7b~~ ~~§~ tf~iWa~!dgae~:lo~~~n~~~vf~~ 

$cARE~·3 (Structuraf Ceramics AnaJysis and Reliability Evaluation) computerized design program 
under the Ceramic AJ2plications m Turbine Engines (CATE) program sponsored by the 
Department of Ener~y (DOE) and NASA. The ~oal of this ~roject was to create public domain 

f~:1~~ ic~JIB0 h:~in~~ ~~~rv:d ~~~oec~e °C~~f0and, 0~~~1 gr~~~~~nh~~~iF~i 
~Ce.ramies Analysis and Reliability Evaluation of Structures Life Prediction Program) integrated 

es1Fr1oh~fii~~· component design involves predicting the probability of failure for a 
thennomechanically loaded component from specimen rupture data. Typically these experiments 

~ec~~t~~:~ Jssi~:pll1e8d1;osi~~~e s~J;;!r; !~ilf~c~~-nS\1:1it~i~:~1:~· ~d~~{, d(r=~) 



parameters are then determined from these data. Usin~ these parameters and the results (i.e., 
stress and temperature distributions) obtained from a fimte element analysis, the time-dependent 
reliability for a complex component geometry and loading is then predicted. Appropriate design 
modifications are made until an acceptable probability of failure is achieved, or until the design 

~~tf~~ tl;!i~~tis~i~~:r~1:~} !~:~~-;o~~~f lin~e~~~f~iili~~r ~~~~~i~~~f ~~~io~~~~h 
~~~~~~Jo~r~~l~~~tr:~ ~~~~~~~~~~nte~~~-ul}h:s~ui7su~~c~~inagJd~~~!°Ji1tJij~o:hs~ 
CARES/LIFE program. 

Probabilistic Component Design Procedure 

Q F• n-f"'°1•r< .. perimcnu: E>limate 
we;t..nl"',...,.,.,. 

"S1a"".6yn...,k.or<ydH:f>1i&U<<>pcrimcn10· 
e.i;m-r" ;l ""i-"'""''°" w 11 

ICZT1EJ •Componentfinite-tlemcntualysi.I 
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OS1taunlllyaio 
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0SpcdlyJlf"'bobm11ic ra;1u,.lh<ot)'.<H<k 
1ypc.f"'°1Uf<<ril<r;.,,,.cr.><k"0Wlhlaw. 
Wcibull(W..,,.,..._.oor .. ;; uc..,.,,..,,.,. 

•DtsiEnopUmization 

O(;e..,.1<d<Si1"4;1""''>' Fa;!u«~li1y 
...... ,,;....,.SU<q<h-Jlf"'botNli1y-<;mc(Sl'I) 
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Figne l.OuUi11eortbeprobabililrietompone111d01lEDProudurt 
utiliud in the NASA/CARES serits oflnttgtlltd design sotrwut. 

Life Predi~tion Capabilities 

The CARES design software combines multidisciplinary research-in the areas of fracture 
analysis,_ probabilistic modelin~, model validation, and brittle structure design-to determine the 
reliability of monolithic ceramic components. Compiling the diverse elements of this technology 
into one package provides industry, government, and academia with a powerful, innovative design 
program for engineers to simply select and use. CARES/LIFE, the latest version of this software, 

MSC%J~~i?MN~r~OSMoS~~,~~t~~crn~~~:,~;~ei~ P;::~~a:i~!dg.i~~~r~~~· d~~~~~~i 
:~~~~ :~r ~~t:~Ff~tl~eefr~i~SCon~f ~r~~xi~i~gcG'a?;~~~Fa~s~n~~ZiJ:::~h~~ff !~ta~~~i'o~f 
~~S~J'e~~hI~if~~J~d:f:~f~~~e ~~~~na~~~ ::i\~~iji~~1 e0!a~~t~~~a~~t~!~uW~~:i~~~ 
estimation from inert strength (without SCG contributing to failure) specimen data. CARES/LIFE 
can estimate parameters that characterize SCG from specimen data as well. 
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Input for the CARES/LIFE program includes material data from simple experiments and 
results from a finite element analysis of a complex component. Finite-element heat transfer and 
linear-elastic stress analyses are used to determine the component's temperature and stress 
distributions. The reliability at each element (a very small subunit of the component) is caJculated 
assuming that randomly distributed volume flaws and/or surface flaws control the failure 
response. The overall component reliability is the product of all the element survival probabilities. 

;fr!i'f;b1Jl~r fo~0~~=~~i~a1ar~n~~~i~~0~/~~g5~~~~~,~s:ri~~!rf!~~~~~~ensities (a local measure 

cum~~:!Ji~~Tb~J~~rte~ct~~1~r~~~bi~~ibuiia~~~ati~ni~1b~~d5~~03i~' ::~~st~?~ W~~~~ 
(WLT). WL T assumes that the structure is analogous to a chain with many links. Each link may 
have a different limiting strength. When a load is applied to the structure such that the weakest 
link fails, then the structure fails. 

The effect of multiaxial stresses on reliability is predicted by using the principle of 
independent action (PIA), 11 •12 the Weibull normal stress averaging method (NSA),13 or the Batdorf 
theory. 14• 1 ~ For the PIA model the reliability of a component under multiaxial stresses is the 
product of the reliability of the individual· principal stresses acting independently. The NSA 
method involves the inte!P'ation and averagin~ of tensile normal stress comronents evaluated 

~~d~:Jltko~b~dr~~:·~snili~~~~~ri~o~~-t! !~ea~~:~sfti:e~pecial case o the more general 
The Batdorf theory combines the weakest link theory and linear elastic fracture mechanics 

(LEFM). Conventional fracture mechanics analysis requires that both the size of the critical crack 

~c~~~e~~en!t1~~:t~~~i~~ ~0e ~~~g~~ddp~~b~b~ft~~~h~ ~~f ti~:1chu:! b~j~· Ji~h!~t~~;fa~esi~ 
range and being located and oriented so that it may cause fracture. A user-selected flaw geometry 
and a mixed-mode fracture criterion are required to model volume- or surface-strength-limiting 
defects. Mixed-mode fracture refers to the ability of a crack to grow under the combined actions 

~~~0sr:£t}~0~c~~:~i~e rr;~t~J) s~Jns~~~~~[!~i~~t:°fr:~:~gc:f~~i~~. o;~i~~ c;:~~:~e~ 
crack will extend in its own plane (coplanar). 13 Out-of-plane crack extension criteria are 

drfffi~~:~~~. b;e~~~'!1t~~ede~~~k:~:lc~~j~0~;~~~. ~da~l~~he~ac~a;~_0Tb~~!t~~~~u~he~~; 
is equivalent to the probabilistic multiaxial theories proposed by Evans18 and Matsuo. 19 

Subcritical crack ~rowth is difficult to model, because it is a complex phenomenon often 
involving-a combinatJOn of failure mechanisms. Existing models usually employ empirically 
derived crack propa~ation laws that describe the crack growth in terms of the stress intensity 
factor at the crack tip plus additional .parameters obtained from experimental data. The stress 
intensity factor in LEFM is proportionnl to the remote applied stress and the crack configuration. 

In CARES/LIFE, the relations describing subcritical crack growth are directly incorporated 
into the PIA, NSA, and Batdorf theories. Subcritical crack growth is modeled with the power 
law,20.2 1 the Paris law,22 and the Walker law23•24 for static and constant-amplitude cyclic loading. 
These laws use experimentally determined parameters which are matenal- and environment
sensitive. The power law is an exponential relationship between the crack velocity and the stress 
intensity factor. It is used to model stress corrosion cracking in materials such as glasses and 
alumina exposed to H20. Elevated-temperature slow crack growth of silicon nitrides, silicon 
carbides, and alumina also follows power law behavior. 

ind~~db:~~~~~~!~i:g~¥~~c:CiU:~.fJ~C:1~~:l~~;~a~:tU:~~~~g~~eeJ0 a~~co~sc~~ ~~~~~ 
for this behavior. 24 The Paris law is an exponential relationship between the incremental crack 

~:gn~~ l~~l~~~e th~t:i~ ;~t!~o~f ~~~ ~tJ~i:ioi~!f~~~/~~t~~~o!~ f~a:~~ e~~~~t~or° ~! 
R-ratio (minimum cycle stress to maximum cycle slress) on lifetime. 

CARES/LIFE is capable of predicting the change in a surviving component's reliability after 
proof testing is performed. Proof testing is the loading of all comp~inents prior to se~ice to 
eliminate those which may fail prematurely. The components that survive the proof test will have 
a lower (attenuated) risk of failure in service. In CARES/LIFE the attenuated failure probability 

7·21 



is calculated using the PIA, the NSA, and the Batdorf theories. The Batdorf model is used to 
calculate the attenuated failure probability when the proof test load and the service load are not 
in line or have different multiaxial stress states. This feature is useful when the proof test does 
not identically simulate the actual service conditions on the component. The durations of the 
proof test and the service load are also considered in the analysis. 

Predicted lifetime reliability of structural ceramic components depends on Weibull and fatigue 
parameters estimated from widely used tests involving flexural or tensile specimens. 
CARES/LIFE estimates fatigue parameters from naturally flawed sr.ecimens ruptured under static, 
cyclic, or dynamic (constant stress rate) loading. Fatigue and Weibull parameters are calculated 
from ruprure data of three-point and four-point flexure bars, as well as tensile specimens. For 
other specimen geometries, a finite element model of the specimen is also required when 
estimatln$ these parameters. 

fro;~;1t~~~f~:I1f~~a~~~ait~~~o°!~~x~~~~~~ls~~~U~~~~dC~~~~i~~F:r~~~~(~o0~~a~~:r~ 
~~~i~~t~e~~d~i~1Y ~d-~~~~~~~di~e~s~:idefi~fc~fg~~iSi:;;s~2round robin study of probabilistic 

Ceramic Technology Spinoff Applications 

In addition to their primary space and aeronautics propulsion applications, CARES and 
CARES/LIFE software are used to design ceramic parts for an extensive range of other 
demanding applications. These include parts for turbine and internal combustion engines, 
bearings, laser windows on test rigs, radomes, radiant heater tubes, spacecraft activation valves, 
cathode ray tubes (CRTs), rocket launcher tubes, electronic chips, heat exchangers, and artificial 
hips, knee caps, and teeth. Engineers and material scientists also use these programs to reduce 
data from specimen tests to obtain statistical parameters for material characterization. The 
following are some 7cpical examJiles illustrating how this software and associated 1echnology are 

beinfh~m&~~:~i; llid~~a~a;~~!f ~~~~~~~~(8~~~i~~;~d~:~~~:t~~~~~~ ;;t~~~~~0~~~h 
~~:e ~~;e~~:eJi~~~n~e~~1\3~~8fr~~i~a~~~~sr~0ioerc:o~~t-;~?;~;i:~rh::~~~~:~v~ie~~i 
engine development, and the Ceramic Stationary Gas Turbine (CSGT) program for electric power 
cogeneration. CARES and CARES/LIFE are used in these projects to design stationary and 
rotating equipment, including turbine rotors, vanes, scrolls, combustors, insulating rings, and 
seals. These programs are also · DOE/ORNL Ceramic Technology Project21 

(CTP) charact:rization and life 30 

FE to design hot-section turbine parts for the 
nsored by the DOE Office of Industrial Technology. This 

~~i~~i~1g ~:~~~0for a natural-gas-fired i~d~~~riaf~bi~~1~n~f~~~1~ra~f~~~~ca ~~~J~~~~~~/?n~ 
temperarure of l 120"C. At least one stage of blades and vanes, as well as the combustor liner, 
will be replaced with ceramic parts. Ultimately, demonstration of the technology will be proved 
with a 4000-hour engine field test. 

l'"oa:ut 2.S1ress«1ato11rplo1ofl'i rsHUgt1iliton nilridt rurbint 
rolor bladtfor• natuul-ga .. 11 .. diadu1frialt11 rbiHtngin r 
for cogtncntion. Tht ~lad r is roraring u 14.950 rpm. (Pittun 
providtd co11rtnyofSolarTurbintslnror ponlrd.) 

Strcss .. 'vfra 

= :n _ , 
- 19 -" ~ 53 

Si ~i 
- 10) 



A monolithic graphite spacecraft activation valve was designed by the Aerospace and 
Electronics Division of Boeing Space Defense Group.n The valve directs reaction control gases 
for fine-tuning a high-performance kinetic energy kill vehicle's trajectory during the last 9 
seconds of flight. The valve was designed to withstand a gas pressure of 11.4 MPa at l 930"C. 

Extensive work has been performed at the Fluid Systems Division of AlliedSignal Aerospace 
to analyze graphite and ceramic structural components such as high-temperature valves, test 
fixtures, and turbine wheels. A silicon nitride turbine wheel has been designed as a retrofit for 
Waspalloy in a military cartridge-mode air turbine starter.~ The substituted part reduces cost and 
weight while increasing resistance to temperature, erosion, and corrosion. 

Ceramic automotive turbocharger wheels are being developed at AlliedSignal 's Turbocharging 
and Truck Brake Systems.3' AlliedSignal has designed the CTV7301 silicon nitride turbochar~er 
rotor for the Caterpillar 3406E diesel engine. The reduced rotational inertia of the silicon nitride 
ceramic compared to a metallic rotor significantJy enhances the turbocharger transient 
performance and reduces emissions. AlliedSignal' s effort represents the first desi$fi and large· 
scale deployment of ceramic turbochargers in the United States. Over 1700 uruts have been 

h~~~,~~~!~1~t:t!'~t!f~ci~v;rof1J'oanJn1f~;~~fs1~r3;e~~~. engines, and these units together 

Val;eernv~~i~~W: ~~rie!sfb~sg~:e~~F~~~o~~~!¥h~~a;~:v~e~;~~i~fd ~~~~si~~=~~~~ 
cars, with excellent results. Potential advanta~es offered by these valves include reduced seat 
insert and valve guide wear, improved valve tram dynamics, increased engine output, and reduced 
friction loss using lower spring loads. 

Figure J. AHitdSlgnal's crY7JOI ~ilicon nilridt turbocharger Figurt 4. Ctnmk poppet n lvc1 and u gi•c compO•tnl.! 
roror is fnluud in tht C1ttrpillar T ractor Comp1ny J406E duii::11~ndlitldt'3t•d byTRW'1AutomotivcValvt Di•·bion. 
diesel tngint. (Photograph courmy of AHlcdSignal Turbo<:harting (Pbotognph cnurltsy of TRW /\utomoliYt Vah·c DMdo11.) 
udTruck BraktS)'1ttmJ.) 

Ceramic pistons for a constant.speed drive are being developed at Sundstrand Corporation's 

~::;~f:~1f~~i~~c;af~~:~~i~~e~~~~~~o%~ T~ ~~!~~la~!~ ;~~a~~i~~ff~f~: ~f ili~0~f~~ 
is Jess than 0.2 x 10·3 under the most severe limit-load condition. This program is sponsored by 
the U.S. Navy and ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency, formerly DARPA --Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency). Sundstrand has designed ceramic components for a number 
of other applications, most notably for aircraft au.xiliary power units. 

GTE Laboratories analyzed and designed a ceramic-to-metal brazed joint for automotive gas 
turbine engines. 37·39 The thermal expansion mismatch between the two different materials ~n 
ceramic-to-metaJ joining results in high residual stresses that increase the likelihood or ceram1~ 
failure. One of the goals of this work was to improve the capability of the metal shaft to transmit 

~~~bifi~ti~e1~iy~~~ acno~~~~trf~~'!is~~~\~g ~~si:fo~~c;e~f1!~rf~~;b;1~~ ~~i~;11d~~s~e of 



Glass components behave in a similar manner as ceramics and must also be designed using 
reliability evaluation techniques. Phillips Display Components Company has analyzed the 

~c~~~~ ~~t~k~~Jt~~~t~~rr:h~[~~!~~Jr~f5o~~sT;1!redt~efu~s~u~~J~0i/~~~~0ev~c~:~ed~u~~~ 
68-cm diagonal tube was analyzed with and without an implosion protection band. The implosion 
protection band reduces the overall stresses in the tube and, in the event of an implosion, also 
contains the glass particles within the enclosure. Stress analysis showed compressive stresses on 
the front face and tensile stresses on the sides of the tube. The implosion band reduced the 
maximum principal stress by 20%. Reliability analysis showed that the implosion protection band 
significantly reduced the probability of failure to about SxJO·s. 

The largest known zinc-selenide (ZnSe) window has been designed by Hu$hes Danbury 
Optical Systems (formerly Perkin-Elmer). The window formed a pressure bamer between a 
cryogenic vacuum chamber containing optical equipment and a sensor chamber. The window 
measured 79 cm in diameter by 2.5 cm thick and was used in a test facility at Boeing for long
range infrared sensors. 

i lj =l 
iii f 

fl&vr• 5.Slrtuplotoran ••• , J 1l•d68...,m-d i1gonaln1bod• 
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co11r1rsyor ll11ghrsDanb11ryOptio1ISyu•mJ.) 

At the NASA-Lewis Research Center, a design study demonstrated the viability of an 
uncooled silicon nitride combustor for commercial application in a 300~kW engine with a turbine 
inlet temperature of 1370"C.~1 The analysis was performed for the worst transient thermal stress 
in an emergency shutdown. The most critical area was found to be around the dilution port. 
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gen~~i~~~~~~~ ih~:f~~ ~:e!~d0by coit.1~ :~~h~t~~Si~~L!~f s fR~~::r~h Ce~~::nTu~ re::::i 
used a finned tube arrangement 1.8 m in length with 2.5-cm diameter tubes. Incoming air was 
to be heate_d from 390° to 700"C. The hot gas flow across the tubes was at 980°C. Heat transfer 
and stress analyses revealed that maximwn stress gradients across the tube wall nearest the 
incoming air would be the most likely source of failure. 

At the University of Florida College of Dentistry, probabilistic design techniques are being 
applied to dental ceramic crowns. Fr~uent failure of some ceramic crowns (e.g., 35% failure of 
molar crowns after three years), which occurs because of residual and functional stresses, 
necessitates desi$n modifications and improvement of these restorations. The University of 

~!~! ~~ ~;es~~:~~n~f ~:~a~et~=~; i~~~~~=~e8:e:is~~to0f af Ju~~.~pc~~t~tiJ';~f~: 
risk of material failure must be considered not only for the service environment but also from the 
tempering process. 

CARES/LIFE Analy1la Results 

F"icurtl.Ttmpu·afur tdi.ttribulion (ltft)forltili<onc'arbidt 
tonvtttivtairhta!tr.lncomingairi.tbtlltd rroml90"to700-C. 
TbororrHpondina:rillk-of-ruptartlnttosllyplot(right)obtainnl 
11Ji"CCARESn..IFElnd!uttsll'hcrrf1ilurrismosttiktlytoottur. 

F'rgurr 9. Fini!C rltmtnt modrl (lrft) of 1 dtnul 
cro,..n. Strrutonrourplot(right) rrsullingfroma 
600-N bltina: foru. (Figurts rourt~sy of U11ivenity of 
Florida Collrgr ofD~ntistry.) 

Showing the customer that the government is a i;>artner and is interested in a successful 
transfer of technology involves cultivation of interest m the technolo&y as well as cooperation 

~~~;;k~~~o~~t~;!~t~~n~~:~~d~~~s~~~;~fe~~~~f~~~~~~~\~:~ ~~~~~du::e~s~ 
The impact of the technology transfer effort associated with this project is evident from the 
extensive customer base that has been developed. Numerous essential contacts with industry, 
government laboratories, and the university community provide valuable exchange of information 
on current structural ceramics research activities. In addition, a number of cooperative efforts 
have been initiated as a result of this willingness to consult with and accommodate customers. 
As improved ceramics emerge for structural applications, the importance of this work to industry, 
government agencies, and academia will undoubtedly contmue to grow and gain further 
recognition. As improved ceramics emerge for structural applications, the importance of this work 



to industry, government agencies, and academia will undoubtedly continue to grow and gain 

~h/N~~~~~RES software has been successfully used to design ceramic components for 
a wide range of demanding applications. The latest version of this program, CARES/LIFE, 

~1bcriti~t c;a~r~:~. #~~~~tiai~~:c~:~~~%~1!d~i:::n:r~g: cr::t~S:f~:is~~~:~~Jar~et~~ 
Weibull statistics, oxidation modeling, flaw anisotropy, threshold stress behavior, and crack
resistance curve modeling. Inquiries regarding CARES/LIFE should be forwarded to the authors. 
In addition to being available from the authors themselves, the NASAJCARES series of software 
is distributed through the NASA Computer Software Management and Information Center 
(COSMIC), at the University of Georgia. 
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